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THE CHALLENGE OF DOING BUSINESS 
TODAY IS WHY YOU NEED YOUR APPLE 
ORCHARD MORE THAN EVER BEFORE.

HERES WHY BUILDING A CONSISTENT PROFITABLE BUSINESS IS SO 
FREAKING HARD.

1. You think of customers as dollars, not assets.
2. You do the same unproductive things over and over.
3. You don’t have a written plan to follow.
4. If you do tactics, you generally lack any consistency.
5. You stink at follow-up. 
6. You don’t know what your customers are worth. 
7. You don’t actually know who your customers are.
8. You think good service is good enough.
9. You don’t know your numbers.

10. FInally, you have a Plan B. 

The good news? This your competition too. 

Now, let’s get you on to the path of eliminating these areas of weakness 
and turn your business into a brand that matters. A brand your customers 
and your community care about. A brand that allows you to build a future 
with your customers for life.

    
                       NEXT PAGE: The Apple Orchard
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GET 5 NEW CUSTOMERS NOW USING THE 
APPLE ORCHARD METHOD.

1. Your Apple Orchard is your legacy customer base. It’s filled with 
revenue producing fruit of the present and past. 

Every customer you have ever served represents a tree. The 
more customers you have served, the more trees in your 
orchard. 

Now like any REAL Apple Orchard, some trees produce a lot, 
and some trees produce very little. Our goal here is to focus on 
the trees that have the highest potential for low-hanging fruit.

2. Now the apples on the tree are all the people that your 
Customer has direct access to. For example, your customer 
name is Bob and Bob owns a buisness. So Bob has many 
customers of his own. Bob also has an Accountant, an Attorney, 
a Dentist, a Pastor, Golf Buddies, network of friends and 
colleagues that all trust Bob. So if you just do some quick math, 
Bob could literally refer you to 12, 24, 48, 75 or 100 people.

3. Here’s the caveat. Bob needs to be an Evangelical Ambassador 
to you. Someone that is truly interested in your success. Bob is 
not just a satisfied customer. Bob knows your name, and maybe 
you know something personal about Bob. It may not be 
friendship status, but you definetly have each others interests 
at heart. 

YOUR APPLE ORCHARD contains 4 types of fruit/people.

A. A buyer
B. A customer
C. A Committed Customer
D. An Evangelical Ambassador
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HOW TO USE YOUR APPLE ORCHARD AND 
FIND THE LOW HANGING FRUIT.

In this workbook, you will be guided through a series of exercises 
and intel gathering. We highly suggest you do this when you have 
some quiet time and a cup of coffee and maybe a nice warm 
cinnamon roll nearby. :) 

1. FILL OUT EACH SECTION IN IT’S ENTIRETY

2. THINK OF PEOPLE WHO WOULD ACTUALLY ANSWER THE PHONE 
OR RETURN A TEXT WHEN THEY SEE YOU ON CALLER ID
 

3. CREATE AREAS OF VALUE FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS THAT HAVE 
NOTHING TO WITH YOUR SERVICES (Shoveling their driveway, 
supporting a charity of theirs, show up with your grill and cook 
burgers for their employees, wash their car, dog sit, etc.) 

4. ATTITIUDE IS EVERYTHING. BE HONEST ABOUT WHY YOU ARE IN 
BUSINESS IN THE FIRST PLACE. IF YOU FIND YOUR WORK 
BECOMING A GRIND, YOUR CUSTOMERS WILL PICK UP ON THAT.

5. FINALLY, YOU MUST COMMIT TO WORKING THE PLAN HERE. 
APPREHENSION, FEAR OF GETTING REJECTED, 
PROCRASTINATION,  WILL ONLY MAKE YOU BROKE. A WISE 
PERSON ONCE SAID - “If it was easy, then everyone would be doing 
it.”

A FINAL WORD FROM RHG PRODUCTS AND 
KITCHEN TRAFFIC.

Your customers are the key to everything you want in life. Money, time and 
freedom. You just need to create a system thats adds more value to their 
lives and you will win.
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YOUR COMPANY NAME:
_______________________________________________________

WHAT BUSINESS ARE YOU IN: 
_______________________________________________________

IS YOUR SERVICE SCALABLE:   YES    NO

REVENUE GOAL: ______________________________________

TARGET AUDIENCE: ___________________________________ (who is your primary purchaser of 
your goods and services?)

Your top 10 customer list - who are they? 
Write them in space below. Take an inventory. What customers, leaders, directors, influencers, and 
champions do you have in your customer list? This is your Apple Orchard. These are going to be 
the people that make or break your ability to quickly penetrate and grow within your market.

Your 30 Second Pitch: Think Story not Selling.
Start with a clear statement of what your product or service is – and, the PROBLEM IT SOLVES. 
Leave stats and technical details out. Remember, focus on a clear and concise delivery of being a 
problem solver, not a product. Right down your thougts here.

GET 5 NEW CUSTOMERS NOW USING THE 
APPLE ORCHARD METHOD.
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THINK SPEED HERE.  The fastest way you can get five new customers.

Hint: It’s not building a new website (or re-targeting your marketing on your website).
It’s getting twenty meetings with customers in your target market. Sure, a great website 
and marketing strategy can get you those meetings. But SEO and campaigns take time. 
And unless you have reams of cash in your bank account, you probably don’t have three 
months to wait for those leads to start flowing in.

Think about tactics to help you start NEW conversations.

● Introduce yourself on LinkedIn to ideal prospects. Don’t sell. Just say hello.
● Send an email saying “how’s it going” to one of your contacts?
● Try sending out a valuable seasonal tip?
● Asking existing contacts if they would be so kind to pass on your tip?
● Send a text message - saying “Hope you are well!”
● Find and attend an upcoming conference or trade show?

Invite a good customer out to lunch.
● Look for affinities (Dog owners love dog owners. Veterans have an edge with other 

Veterans, and so on.)
● Do a product demonstration for someone with a bigger Apple Orchard than you or 

donate your service to a local cause.

There are tons of tactics. But all of them start with you getting in front of your 
prospective customer to have a conversation about their pain points and challenges.

GOAL: Get 12 Meetings in the next 5 days. Think Facetime, Text, Skype, Phone 
call or face-to-face!

1______________________________________   7._____________________________________ 
2_____________________________________    8._____________________________________
3_____________________________________    9._____________________________________
4_____________________________________   10._____________________________________ 
5_____________________________________    11._____________________________________
6_____________________________________    12._____________________________________

GET 5 NEW CUSTOMERS NOW USING THE 
APPLE ORCHARD METHOD.
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KNOW YOUR PRODUCT OR SERVICE BETTER THAN YOUR COMPETITION
Imagine every question a prospect might ask and arm yourself with answers, linking each 
product fact to a customer benefit.

● Explain your offering in a sentence. Condense everything you know into a brief 
explanation that can grab interest and cause the prospect to think, “Hmm, this will 
benefit me.”

● Know your prospect. Visit Web sites, read company brochures, talk to mutual associates, 
and do any research necessary to arrive armed with prospect knowledge.

● Know what message your prospect is ready to receive. Especially if yours is a new or 
unusual offering, you may need to help the prospect see the need before asking for the 
order.

● Set your sales presentation goal. Often, your aim is an incremental step — to prompt 
the prospect to request a proposal, to schedule a meeting with a higher-level decision 
maker, to arrange a demonstration, or to take some other step to move the process 
toward its final step.

CREATE AN INTRO VIDEO TO TELL YOUR STORY:
An intro video is a way for to explain your organization beyond just written words. It gives 
your audience an opportunity to better experience your brand and understand if it can 
help them truly solve their pain points and achieve their goals.

IDEAS INCLUDE:
● Showing candid clips of your team working
● utilizing b-roll of your office (show off your space or your mascot)
● including face-to-face interviews or cusotmer reviews 

Just be you -- even if you’re a little quirky. It makes it easier for your audience to relate to 
and connect with a company that shows personality over one is cold and “professional”.

FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION ON MAKING A VIDEO: (Source) 
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/make-a-marketing-video

GET 5 NEW CUSTOMERS NOW USING THE 
APPLE ORCHARD METHOD.
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GET 5 NEW CUSTOMERS NOW USING THE 
APPLE ORCHARD METHOD.

ADDITIONAL NOTES:

I WILL COMMIT TO DOING THIS ONE THING EVERYDAY TO ADD VALUE 
FOR MY CUSTOMERS:

I WILL ELIMINATE THIS UNPRODUCTIVE HABIT FROM MY DAY:
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Need more help? Don’t have time to figure this out on your own? Call us 
720.770.1170 or visit www.KitchenTraffic.com/teamtucker

GET 5 NEW CUSTOMERS NOW USING THE 
APPLE ORCHARD METHOD.

ADDITIONAL TIPS:

BEYOND ASKING: SIX STEPS TO GENERATE REFERRALS 
It is important to remember that any referrals you receive wouldn’t show up if you didn’t 
provide value, if I didn’t do great work, and if you weren’t referable. 

But the referrals also won’t show up if you didn’t take care of your referral sources by showing 
them the gratitude they deserve, continually strengthening your relationship with them and 
made a commitment to be meaningful and memorable so you stay top of mind. 

There are SIX basic steps you need to take to create a business that is 
sustained by referrals. 

1. Master an immediate thank you process. 
2. Build for the long term, execute in the short term. 
3. Plant the right referral seeds. 
5. Send email and touchpoint communications out weekly. (non-salesy)
6. Automate the plan and measure results.

Remember, being a professional doesn’t stop when your task, service, or 
product is delivered. 
 
Think “Customers for Life” and you will already be ahead of 85% of your 
competition.
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